This paper proposes an extension of Sumida and Torisawa's method of acquiring hyponymy relations from hierachical layouts in Wikipedia (Sumida and Torisawa, 2008) . We extract hyponymy relation candidates (HRCs) from the hierachical layouts in Wikipedia by regarding all subordinate items of an item x in the hierachical layouts as x's hyponym candidates, while Sumida and Torisawa (2008) extracted only direct subordinate items of an item x as x's hyponym candidates. We then select plausible hyponymy relations from the acquired HRCs by running a filter based on machine learning with novel features, which even improve the precision of the resulting hyponymy relations. Experimental results show that we acquired more than 1.34 million hyponymy relations with a precision of 90.1%.
Introduction
The goal of this study is to automatically extract a large set of hyponymy relations, which play a critical role in many NLP applications such as Q&A systems (Fleischman et al., 2003) and specification retrieval (Yoshinaga and Torisawa, 2006) . In this paper, a hyponymy relation is defined as a relation between a hypernym and a hyponym when "the hyponym is a (kind of) hypernym."
1 We acquired more than 1.34 million hyponymy relations in Japanese with a precision of 90.1%. Many NLP researchers have attempted to automatically acquire hyponymy relations from texts (Hearst, 1992; Caraballo, 1999; Mann, 2002; Fleischman et al., 2003; Morin and Jacquemin, 2004; Shinzato and Torisawa, 2004; Etzioni et al., 2005; Pantel and Pennacchiotti, 2006; Sumida et al., 2006; Sumida and Torisawa, 2008) . Most of these methods, however, require tera-scale documents (e.g., a web repository) and powerful computational resources to acquire a wide range of hyponymy relations that include concept-instance relations. On the other hand, Sumida and Torisawa (2008) have shown that you could easily obtain numerous hyponymy relations from Wikipedia; in particular, they have acquired more than 0.63 million hyponymy relations only from hierarchical layouts in the 2.2GB Japanese version of Wikipedia (e.g., Figure 1 shows a hierarchical structure of a Wikipedia article shown in Figure 2) . Although the reported precision (76.4%) is insufficient for practical applications, the hierarchical structures in Wikipedia are definitely a promising resource to mine hyponymy relations.
This work was conducted while the second author was a research fellow of the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
1 This is a slightly modified definition of the one given in Miller (Fellbaum, 1998, Chapter. 1) . The linguistic literature (e.g., Cruse (1998)) distinguishes concept-instance relations such as "university"-"Tokyo University" from hyponymy relations such as "university"-"national university". However, we regard concept-instance relations as a part of hyponymy relations since such distinction is not crucial for many NLP applications. Black tea is a variety of tea that is more oxidized than the green, oolong and white varieties. 
Research Background
In this section, we first explain the structure of Wikipedia, and then describe previous studies that attempted to acquire hyponymy relations from Wikipedia.
The Structure of Wikipedia
Wikipedia is a free, multilingual, open-content encyclopedia, and consists of numerous articles that convey comprehensive information in the headings (basically concepts or instances). The Wikipedia is built on the MediaWiki software package. 2 , which interprets source codes written in the MediaWiki syntax to produce human-readable web pages. Figure 2 (a) shows an article on 'Black tea', which is the result of interpreting the source code in Figure 2 The basic hierarchical structures of Wikipedia articles are organized according to a pre-determined ordering among the above items. In general, items occupy a higher position in the hierarchy according to the order of headings, definition lists, bulleted lists, and ordered lists. In addition, note that headings, bullet lists and ordered lists allow the repetitions of the symbols "=", "*" and "#". The number of repetitions of the symbols indicates the position in the hierarchy, and the more repetitions of the symbol an item 2 http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/MediaWiki contains, the lower the position the item belongs to. For instance, "= Common tea brands =" occupies a higher position than "== England ==" as illustrated in Figure 2 (b). Then, it is easy to extract a hierarchical structure from a Wikipedia article by parsing the source code of the article according to the above order among the mark-up items. Figure 1 illustrates the hierarchical structure obtained from the source code in Figure 2 (b).
Hyponymy Acquisition from Wikipedia
Previous studies attempted to extract hyponymy relations from definition sentences (Kazama and Torisawa, 2007; Herbelot and Copestake, 2006; Ruiz-Casado et al., 2005) and category labels (Suchanek et al., 2007) Fellbaum, 1998) to learn patterns for acquiring hyponymy relations. They acquired 1,204 hyponymy relations with a precision of 69%. Suchanek et al. (2007) regarded the heading of a Wikipedia article as a hyponym and obtained category labels attached to the article as its hypernym candidates. A languagedependent heuristics then selected correct hypernyms from the hypernym candidates. They acquired more than 2.04 millions of hyponymy relations (relations SUBCLASSOF and TYPE in their paper) from 1.6 millions of Wikipedia articles with a precision of about 95%. Although the above studies extracted hyponymy relations from the English version of Wikipedia, Sumida and Torisawa (2008) extracted hyponymy relations from definition sentences, category labels, and hierarchical structures in Wikipedia articles. They reported that the number of hyponymy relations acquired from the hierarchical structures was larger than the number of hyponymy relations acquired from the other resources. We thus focus on the hierarchical structures to acquire more hyponymy relations.
Proposed Method
Our method of acquiring hyponymy relations is an extension of the supervised method proposed by Sumida and Torisawa (2008) , but differs in the way of enumerating hyponymy relation candidates (hereafter, HRCs) from the hierarchical layouts, and in the features of machine learning. Our method consists of the following two steps:
Step 1: We first extract HRCs from hierarchical layouts in Wikipedia articles.
Step 2: We then select proper hyponymy relations from the HRCs extracted in Step 1 by using Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as a classifier (Vapnik, 1998).
X (partial list of X), *X (details of X), * X (typical X), * X (basic X), * X (notable X), * X (partial list of X)
Figure 3: Patterns for finding plausible hypernym X; patterns with * are newly introduced in this study (Japanese terms used in our experiments are followed by English translations).
In what follows, we describe each step in detail.
Step 1: Extracting HRCs from the hierarchical structures in Wikipedia articles
We obtain HRCs by considering the title of each marked-up item as a hypernym candidate, and titles of its all subordinate marked-up items as its hyponym candidates; for example, we extract 'England', 'France', 'Wedgwood', 'Lipton', and 'Fauchon' as hyponym candidates of 'Common tea brands' from the hierarchical structure in Figure 1 . Note that Sumida and Torisawa (2008) extracted HRCs by regarding the title of each marked-up item as a hypernym candidate and titles of its direct subordinate marked-up items as its hyponyms; for example, they extracted only 'England' and 'France' as hyponym candidates of 'Common tea brands' from the hierarchical structure in Figure 1 . They also employed patterns shown in Figure 3 (e.g., "X " (list of X)) to find plausible hypernyms denoted by X in the pattern. They regarded the HRCs whose hypernyms matched the patterns as correct hyponymy relations, and did not apply a filter based on machine learning to these HRCs. In this study, we use these patterns only to justify the hypernym part of HRCs; namely, we just replace hypernyms that match the patterns shown in Figure 3 with the variable part, by discarding the non-variable part of the patterns. We then apply a filter based on machine learning to all the HRCs acquired in the manner described in the previous paragraph. This is because the hyponymy relations whose hypernyms matched these patterns were still too noisy to use in practical applications, and we would like to control the total quality of the acquired hyponymy relations by changing the threshold of the SVM value for each HRC.
Step 2: Selecting Proper Hyponymy Relations from the acquired HRCs
We select proper hyponymy relations from the HRCs obtained in Step 1 by using SVMs (Vapnik, 1998) as a classifier. In what follows, we briefly review the features proposed by Sumida and Torisawa (2008) , and then explain the novel features introduced in this study. We expect that the readers will refer to the literature (Sumida and Torisawa, 2008) to see the effect of the features proposed by Sumida and Torisawa. In the following explanation, we refer to the hypernym candidate or the hyponym candidate of each HRC as hypernym or hyponym.
POS
We assigned a unique dimension in the feature space to each part-of-speech (POS) tag. When the hypernym/hyponym consists of a morpheme with a particular POS tag, 3 then the corresponding element of the feature vector is set to 1. When the hypernym/hyponym consists of multiple morphemes, the feature vectors for all the morphemes are simply summed (The resulting feature vector works as disjunction of each feature vector). The POS tag of the last morpheme is mapped to the dimension that is different from that of the POS tags of the other morphemes.
MORPH
The morphemes are mapped to the dimensions of the feature vectors. The last morpheme is mapped to the dimension that is different from that of the other morphemes.
EXP The expression of a hypernym/hyponym itself is mapped to an element in a feature vector, and the corresponding element is set to 1.
ATTR Using the attribute set created by Sumida and Torisawa (2008) , when a hypernym/hyponym is included as an element of the attribute set, we set a feature corresponding to the element to 1.
LAYER Each type of the marking items from which the hypernym/hyponym is extracted (namely, headings, bulleted lists, ordered lists, or definition lists) is mapped to an element of a feature vector, and the feature corresponding to the marking type for the hypernym/hyponym is set to 1.
In this study, we introduce the following three new features to improve the performance of the classifier.
DIST The distance d between items from which the hypernym and the hyponym are acquired is mapped to two elements of the feature vector. When the distance d = 1, one element is set to 1, and otherwise (i.e., d ≥ 2) the other element is set to 1. This feature reflects the tendency that HRCs acquired from items whose distance is d = 1 are more plausible than the other HRCs.
PAT This feature is set to 1 when the hypernym of the given HRC is obtained from a hypernym that matches the patterns in Figure 3 . This reflects Sumida and Torisawa's observation that HRCs whose hypernym matches the patterns are likely to be correct (Sumida and Torisawa, 2008) .
LCHAR This feature is set to 1 when the hypernym and the hyponym share the last character. Such HRCs (e.g., " (high school)"-" (public high school)" are likely to be correct, because the last characters are likely to convey major semantic contents of Japanese compound nouns.
Using the above features, we train an SVM classifier. 3 In Japanese, a morpheme takes a POS tag. 
Experiments
To evaluate our method, we used the Japanese version of the Wikipedia version of March 2007, which includes 276,323 articles (pages). 4 In
Step 2, we used TinySVM 5 with a polynomial kernel of degree 2 as a classifier, and MeCab 6 as a morphological analyzer. We acquired 6,564,317 HRCs from the above articles in
Step 1. The test set of 1,000 HRCs were randomly extracted from these HRCs, and the remaining HRCs were used to form the development set. We increased the size of the development set by adding the following four sets, while investigating the performance of the classifier on the development set. The first set was randomly chosen from the remaining HRCs, and consisted of 9,000 HRCs. The second set was chosen from the HRCs whose hypernyms did not match the patterns in Figure 3 , and consisted of 10,000 HRCs. The third set was randomly chosen from the HRCs whose hypernym and hyponym are acquired from items with distance d = 1 in the hierarchy, and consisted of 9,000 HRCs. The fourth set was chosen from the HRCs whose hypernyms matched the patterns in Figure 3 , and consisted of 2,000 HRCs. The total number of HRCs in the development set was 29,900, when we eliminated duplicated entries. There is no overlap between the test set and the development set. A human subject then manually judged whether HRCs in the test and development sets are correct or not using the same criteria as one in Hearst (1992); the subject checked whether the expression "a hyponym candidate is (a kind of) a hypernym candidate" is acceptable or not.
To investigate the quality of the input HRCs, we assessed the precision of the 9,000 development HRCs that were randomly extracted from all the HRCs excluding the test set. Table 1 shows the precision of the 9,000 HRCs according to the distance between items from which the hypernym and hyponym of each HRC are extracted. We can see that when the distance between the items from which the hypernym and the hyponym of HRCs are extracted increases, the pre- 4 We excluded "user pages","special pages", "template pages", "redirection pages", and "category pages", since they are meant for internal purpose, and excluded "disambiguation pages", since they only enumerate possible articles for the ambiguous headings.
5 http://chasen.org/ ∼ taku/software/ TinySVM/ 6 http://mecab.sourceforge.net/ Table 2 shows the performance of our method when we use the whole development set to train the SVM classifier. The columns titled 'PRE', '# RELS.', and '# EST. CORR. RELS.' show the precision of the hyponymy relations in the test set, the number of the acquired hyponymy relations, and the expected number of correct hyponymy relations estimated from the precision and the number of the acquired hyponymy relations, respectively. The row titled 'S & T (2008) ' shows the performance of the method proposed by Sumida and Torisawa (2008) . The following two rows show the precision of the HRCs acquired by the patterns in Figure 3 (PAT) 7 and that of the results of machine learning (ML). We successfully obtained more than 1.73 million hyponymy relations with 85.2% precision, which greatly outperformed the results of Sumida and Torisawa (2008) in terms of both the precision and the number of acquired hyponymy relations. The acquired hyponymy relations covered 80,466 distinct hypernyms and 886,781 distinct hyponyms. Table 3 shows the performance of the classifier when we eliminated each type of features. The columns titled 'ACC', 'PRE', 'REC', and 'F 1 ' show the accuracy, precision, recall, and F 1 -measure calculated on the test set. All the newly introduced features contributed to the accuracy, and improved the total accuracy by 1.1%. The features DIST and PAT improved the precision of the classifier, while the feature LCHAR improved the recall of the classifier. To investigate the trade-off between precision and recall, we changed the threshold of the SVM values for the HRCs. Figures 4 and 5 show the P-R curve of the hyponymy relation acquisition using the feature set in Table 3 . We can observe that the newly introduced features improve the precision in the range of the recall greater than 60%. We can improve the precision of the acquired hyponymy relations by making the threshold of the SVM values larger. By setting the threshold to 0.36, we obtain 1,349,622 hyponymy relations with a precision of 90.1%, which cover 46,653 distinct hypernyms and 739,972 distinct hyponyms. We obtained on average 4.88 hyponymy relations from one Wikipedia article with a precision of 90.1%. To investigate the contribution of the newly extracted HRCs to the acquired hyponymy relations, we classified the HRCs in the test set into subsets according to the distance between items from which the hypernym and hyponym are extracted. Table 4 shows the performance of the SVM classifier for the resulting subsets of the test set. The column DIST shows the distance between items from which the hypernym and hyponym are extracted, while NUM shows the number of the HRCs. The columns ACC, PRE, REC, and F 1 show the accuracy, precision, recall, and F 1 -measure calculated on each subset of the test set. Although there is a larger number of noisy HRCs in the subsets of the test set which were acquired from distant items (DIST ≥ 2), we successfully maintained the precision of the acquired hyponymy relations above 75%. Boosting the recall of hyponymy relations acquired from the distant items will be the key to improve the performance of our method. Figure 6 shows the performance of our method when varying the number of the training HRCs from 1,000 to 8,000. Table 5 : Hyponymy relations acquired from hierarchical structures in Wikipedia: incorrect hyponyms are marked as '*', while fictional objects are marked as '#'. The hypernyms and hyponyms are followed by their English translations. Table 5 shows examples of the acquired hyponymy relations. The hypernyms are manually selected and 10 hyponyms are randomly selected for each hypernym. For some classes such as 'planet' and 'technique', many fictional objects (marked as '#') are extracted as hyponyms (e.g., a fictional planet in a scientific fiction). We may have to distinguish these fictional objects from real objects in certain application contexts. We finally investigated details of the errors in the SVM classifier. We applied the SVM classifier to 1,000 HRCs that were randomly selected from all the HRCs excluding the test and development sets, and manually investigated the classification results. The classification accuracy of these HRCs was 89.1% (233 true positives, 658 true negatives, 22 false positives and 87 false negatives). Table 6 summarizes the types of false positives. Meronymy (part-of relation; e.g., 'car'-'engine') is the most frequent error, and the current classifier yields a high score for this type of error. To filter out meronymy correctly, we will need additional criteria to judge hyponymy relations, for example whether they have the same attributes in common (Dowty et al., 1980; Almuhareb and Poesio, 2004) . The hierarchical structures also represented instance-attribute/value relations, and some instance-value pairs were wrongly regarded as hyponymy relations. We found that an attribute that specifies the relation between the instance and the value usually appeared between the nodes from which the instance and the value were extracted. For example, in the hierarchical structure that included 'Studio Easter' (a design studio) and 'Uta Kata' (TV animation series) as titles of nodes, there was a node titled ' (Major work)' between them. We will be able to filter out these instance-value pairs by using information on the other nodes in the original hierarchical structures as features for machine learning. The other two cases, 'concept-facet' and 'facet-instance', are both related to a facet label, which is usually a value of a specific attribute to classify instances according to the attribute's value (e.g., 'England' and 'France' in Figure 1 are values of the attribute 'country' of tea brands). For example, 'Urawa Red Diamonds' (a football club) is used to classify 'supporter's groups' in terms of the target they support, while 'Ratoroa' (location) is used to classify characters ('Gerald Mason') in a novel in terms of their origination. The hierarchical structures often included such facet labels to show a certain classification of instances. The three hyponymy relations whose hypernym and hyponym shared the last character were wrongly regarded as correct hyponymy relations. This will be over-fitting due to the feature 'LCHAR'. We next investigated the difference between the 87 false negatives and the 233 true positives in terms of the number of available training samples. We extracted HRCs in the development (training) set whose hypernym candidates were one of the hypernyms extracted from the false negatives and true positives. Although there were on average 66.6 labeled HRCs for the hypernyms extracted from the true positives, there were on average only 17.7 labeled HRCs for the hypernyms in the false negatives, which means the hypernyms in the false negatives were relatively infrequent in the training set. We will exploit training samples for hypernym candidates that are synonymous with or superclass of the infrequent hypernyms to solve the data sparseness problem. Table 7 shows the classification of the 658 true negatives. We found that hierarchical structures in Wikipedia were mainly used to express instance-attribute-value relations, meronymy relations and concept-(facet-)instance relations (hyponymy relations). In Table 7 , most of the HRCs classified as 'other' were extracted from items in distant positions in the hierarchical structures, and the hypernym and hyponym candidates were irrelevant. We will obtain instanceattribute-value triples from the hierarchical structures.
Conclusion
This paper presented an extended version of Sumida and Torisawa's method (2008) of acquiring hyponymy relations from the hierarchical structures in Wikipedia. We extract more hyponymy relation candidates from the hierarchical structures than the original method to increase the number of hyponymy relations acquired by the method. We successfully acquired more than 1.34 million hyponymy relations, which doubled the number of hyponymy relations acquired by the method, and we also increased the precision by 13.7% (from 76.4% to 90.1%). Since the number of Wikipedia articles increases day by day (cf. 276,323 articles in March 2007 to 449,233 articles in March 2008), we can obtain a larger number of hyponymy relations by simply applying our method to the latest version of Wikipedia.
In future research, we plan to apply the SVM classifier to HRCs acquired from the definition sentences and category labels in Wikipedia articles. We will apply our method to the Wikipedia in other languages, such as English. We will also evaluate the acquired hyponymy relations in practical application contexts.
